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Thank you we are very pleased to be here and thanks to the Canadian Institute for the opportunity to present on the northern regulatory system, and the role of the Boards.I would like to firstly recognize Violet Camsell Blondin our Chair, and Mike Nitsiza Board member and also the many other northerners who are presenting on this agenda, and present in the room. Refreshing to see a conference about the north being presented by so many people from the north.My name is .....with me today....Today my colleagues sitting with me and I will be presenting to you information on how the resources in the NWT, specifically the Mackenzie Valley, are managed. 



• Zabey Nevitt

– Land Ownership, Land Use Planning and 
Regulatory System

– NWT Board Forum

• Kathy Racher

– Land and Water Board Processes

– Land and Water Board Standard Procedures 
Initiative

• Mark Cliffe-Phillips

– Wekèezhìi Forum

– Marian Lake Monitoring and Management 
Program

Talk Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The north has, through the negotiation of regional land claim agreements, created a patchwork of land ownership but to accompany this an integrated and coordinated regulatory system has been designed and implemented.. I will start our talks today by describing this system.I will also describe an initiative started in 2005 to improve cooperation and communication between the NWT resource management Boards and with external resource management partners: The NWT Board Forum.My colleague Dr. Kathleen Racher will talk on the specifics of the Wekèezhìi Land and Water Board and our role in the issuance of land use permits and water licences; our expectations of applicants and what applicants can expect from us in terms of processes and products. Kathy will also describe how in a cross-land and water Board initiative we are working to create greater certainty and consistency in these processes for applicants and all of our clients involved in projects throughout the Mackenzie Valley.As I will describe in my talk, the resource management of the north is carried out largely through regionally established organizations. Mark Cliffe-Phillips will finish our session today by describing an initiative that we have undertaken to show how, not only are we carrying out work to ensure we are consistent between regions, but also within each region we are working together to provide for greater clarity, consistency and coordination.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the last century or so, the people of the north have developed a relationship with the crown in the form of the government of Canada and developers in the form of miners and prospectors who have at times developed and used the north’s resources.Because of the desire to utilize these resources, and the need to provide for the protection of both the environment, and the rights of people to hunt, trap and fish as they have for so long, these relationships have been formalized originally in treaties, and have now in the form of modern Land Claim and self government agreements.These agreements have defined rights, responsibilities and obligations in relation to the regions of the NWT.Today we see four settled claims in the NWT: the Inuvialuit, the Sahtu, Gwichin and Tlicho. The Inuvialuit settled 25 years ago this year the Gwichin and Sahtu in the mid 90’s and the Tlicho in 2005.What each of these agreements has done in terms of resource management is defined how both renewable and non-renewable resources will be managed through clear statements of ownership, management and regulation responsibilities for developments and resources,  and also how parties will work together in decisions making in relation to the resources of the NWT
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I will know describe resource ownership in the NWT, the land use planning initiatives currently underway and the background,  role and structure of, the co management regulatory agencies that authorize development on these lands. 



Inuvialuit Lands

Land Ownership

Gwich’in LandsSahtu LandsTlicho Lands

•Territorial 
(Commissioner’s)

•Federal

•Aboriginal
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In the NWT, most of the lands are owned by one of three parties: aboriginal governments or land corporations, the crown, or the territorial government. Most territorial lands are related to the communities of the NWT, and in many cases have been transferred to the communities in “block land transfers”. The crown has “ownership of the largest area of land, including surface and subsurface rights, and through the establishment of legislation and regulation has enabled individuals and companies to apply for permsiion to access and utilize resources in/ oron the ground.In this talk I do not intend to provide an extensive list of legislation (lots of lawyers in room to ask) but just highlight that the crown has a significant role in providing permission for the access to lands with the NWT.Aboriginal governments have been able to, through the finalization of land claim agreements, gain recognition for their land ownership. The Inuvialuit, Sahtu, Gwichin and Tlicho now control significant areas of land in the NWT, both surface and sub-surface.Each of these aboriginal governments have, or are developing, their own land administration systems to allow individuals and companies to access their lands and the resources on or within those lands.a surface rights board.
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Within the NWT, aboriginal and other governments have placed land use planning as almost critical to the effective management and use of lands and resources. By developing land use plans we develop guidance on what activities we do or do not want to see take place on the lands of the North. We can protect special areas of spiritual, ecological or cultural importance, and can also designate areas for development.Land use planning is not just about restricting development, but more about creating certainty. Certainty for where, when and how development can or cannot take place. Land use plans provide guidance to the regulatory authorities, as under the MVRMA, Boards cannot issue licences or permits that are not consistent with an approved Land Use Plan.However, while the principles of what we want to achieve through land use planning are somewhat consistent, the approaches to developing land use planning within the NWT is varied:



Land Use Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Sahtu and Gwichin regions, decisions were made during negotiations to take a settlement region wide approach to land use planning; for both private and public lands. Therefore co management boards, with representation from both the federal, territorial and aboriginal governments where created to develop land use plans. So far the Gwichin is the only Board to have a completed land use plan.The Tlicho Governmet has assumed through its self-government powers the jurisdiction to develop a land use plan for the 39000km2 of tlicho-owned lands. A land use planning committee has been established and has been working for several years to develop this plan. The Tlicho Government can approve the plan unilaterally.On lands outside of Tlicho lands but within Wekèezhìi, the federal government has the responsibility to establish a process to carry out land use planning (note this includes the area where two of the three diamond mines of the NWT are located). To date no action has been taken to initiate this process...however, the Tlicho Agreement does suggest that this planning could be coordinated with any LUP activities taken for Tlicho landsIn the Deh Cho, land use planning committee has been established under the Deh Cho Interim Measures Agreement. No formalized Land Use Planning process exists in the Akaitcho, Neil McCrank is his report “Road to Improvement”, the 2005 Environmental Audit and numerous other reports have indicated how critical land use planning is to provide for certainty, protection and public involvement in land use management. 
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The first section of my talk described who owns lands in the NWT, and what processes have been undertaken to carry out land use planning for those lands; the next section of my talk will describe the system developed for regulating activities proposed on those lands... 



Land and Water Management

• Integrated System
``The following principles apply to this chapter:

An integrated system of land and water 
management should apply to the Mackenzie 
Valley;

The regulation of land and water in the settlement 
area and in adjacent areas should be co-
ordinated.

• Based on  principles of co-management
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There are two principles that are fundamental to the northern regulatory system:1) An Integrated System	2) That it is based on the principles of Co managementAs I have previously described, the land ownership and access mechanisms across the north are different. The land use planning mechanisms across the north are different. But the system of land and water regulation across the Mackenzie Valley is based on a single coordinated vision. This is because our resources are not confined to one region, water flows, caribou and other wildlife travels, and projects have impacts that extend beyond lines drawn on maps.Quoting directly from the preamble to the land and water regulation chapters of all three settled claims in the Mackenzie Valley, we can see how this was recognized by the authors of all of the claims:“CLAIM QUOTE”Princiole enschrined in MVRMA.The second principle is that of co management. Through the negotiations that have taken place in the north for the last 30 – 40 years the principle of co management was entrenched as the foundation of the system for regulating lands, waters and other renewable and non-renewable resources within the Mackenzie Valley. By co management we mean processes that will include, and balance, the participation and voices of aboriginal, territorial and federal governments, and northern and Canadian residents in northern decision making.



Jurisdiction of the 4 Land and Water Boards of 
the Mackenzie Valley
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The three settled Agreements, through the implementation of the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act, each created land and water Boards. These land and water Boards are responsible through legislation and regulation to administer the use of land and water and the deposit of waste in each of their respective management areas on both public and private lands, in  a few moments Kathy Racher will describe these processes in more detail.Each Regional Board includes appointees or nominees of the federal, territorial and aboriginal governments.



Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

MVLWB 
Chair

Unsettled Regions

WLWB GLWB

SLWB
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While each of the Boards carries out its responsibilities within the Management, or settlement areas, all members of the regional boards are also members of the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board.The MVLWB has jurisdiction for applications in the unsettled regions, and for projects that are transboundary. The Board carries out its unsettled and transboundary responsibilities by establishing transboundary panels.



Objective
“The objectives of the Board are to 

provide for the conservation, 
development and utilization of land 
and water resources in a manner 
that will provide the optimum 
benefit generally for all Canadians 
and in particular for residents of the 
Mackenzie Valley.”
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The MVLWB is a pan-Mackenzie Valley organization designed to respect, consider and balance the interests of the people of all of the regions of the Mackenzie valley as well as all Canadians. In fact this is written clearly in our mandate: “The objectives of the Board are to provide for the conservation, development and utilization of land and water resources in a manner that will provide the optimum benefit generally for all Canadians and in particular for residents of the Mackenzie Valley.”  



Other Agencies

•MVEIRB

•Other Agencies

•NEB

•Renewable 
Resource Boards
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 Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review BoardAlso established under the MVRMA, the MVEIRB is responsible for carrying out preliminary screenings, environmental assessments and environmental reviews of proposed developments.The Board carries out environmental assessments or reviews of projects referred to it by other organizations, including the Land and water Boards, on all lands (private and public) throughout the Mackenzie Valley.Other AgenciesThere are a number of other regulators, both territorial and federal, who may or may not have jurisdiction based on project components. Examples of this include, the potential requirements for DFO fisheries authorizations, and territorial approvals relating to health issues (i./e. Camp sanitation). National Energy BoardRole in NWT to regulate oil and gas development. The Board administers sections of the Canadian Oil and Gas Operations Act and reviews applications for upstream oils and gas activities requiring licences or authorizations under part 5 of that act.The Board itself is not a co management Board in the same way as other Boards that have been established to regulate activities within the NWT, but is an independent federal agency established by the Canadian government.�Renewable Resource BoardsRenewable Resource Boards do not play a lead role in the approval of new development projects, but do retain an important role in the overall management of resources in the north.Three RR Boards exists in the north, and their key function is in relation to wildlife management, commercial activities relating to wildlife management, forest and plant management and protected areas.An example of the type of work a renewable resoure board is involved in is the current issues relating to the Bathurst Caribou herd. In this case the Wekeezhii Renewable Resource Board will review and potentially approve the plan developed jointly by the Tlicho Government and the GNWT to protect the declining herd.The RRB boards do often provide advice to land and water Boards and other regulators, but are not normally directly involved in providing development approvals.
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Features of Comangement BoardsComanagement has evolved as the way of managing and regulating in the North. And as I stated the comanagement regulatory Boards are providing the integration and coordination of the management of projects within the NWT in a territory where we have a mix of land ownership and access models.Comanagement as stated provides an opportunity for various voices to be heard and to be balanced. Comanagement Boards have been created to manage projects and their impacts specifically (for example, the land and water Boards, and the MVEIRB) but also to manage on a resource basis: for example the Land Use Planning and Renewable Resource Boards.Each plays a role in the overall management and protection of the north’s resources.



NWT Board Forum

• Understanding and Coordination

• Established 2005

• Membership: Board Chairs and Executive 
Directors and senior officials of INAC, 
GNWT and NEB

• Response to Auditor General’s 
recommendations
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Consistency and Coordination EffortsHowever, with these varying Boards, with varying mandates, it is not surprising that we have heard concerns about the complexity, lack of clarity and inconsistency between the Boards and generally with the NWT resource management structures, and as part of each of our talks, Kathy, Mark and I are each going to describe different initiatives that have been undertaken to attempt to address these concerns.I will provide a brief introduction to an NWT wide initiative; the NWT Board Forum.�Initiative created to develop a greater understanding and communication between resource management partners within the NWT.The forum has been meeting since April 2004, and was created as a mechanism to address a number of the recommendations, on the northern regulatory system, made by the Auditor General’s Report in 2005....(McCrank was not the first!!)MembershipChairs and senior staff members of all NWT resource management related co management Boards., senior officials from NEB, INAC and GNWT representatives



NWT Board Forum

• Objectives
– Mutual understanding

– Collaborative approaches

– Strategic and operational planning initiatives

– Resource sharing

– Forum to hear concerns from industry, 
governments and others

www.nwtboardforum.com
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Objectives of the forum includeIncreasing mutual understanding – presentation on many issuesID and developing collaborative approaches to resolve issues of concern – developed working grooupsStrategic and operational planning initiativesIDing opportunities to share resources and expertise – cross board opportunitiesActing as a Forum to hear from industry, government and other interest groups for example in last two years CAPP, PDAC, CMA, Chamber of Mines, McCranks intro to BardsPursuing training and development initiatives – formalized training committee and products.Over the years Many good initiatives , products and discussionsand discussionsRecently the forum carried out exercise to strategically plan activities of the forum. i.e., ensure the most effective use of the forum.Strategic Planning exercise created three goals:Goal 1: A coordinated/Sustainable publicly supported natural resource management system exists in the NWT.Goal 2: Member boards are knowledgeable and effective contributors to the system.Goal 3: Communities, constituents and clients are consulted and informed in the pursuit of our goals.
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As can be seen by these goals and the other initiatives that we will describe, northern regulators, land owners and managers are working to create an effective, clear and coordinated regulatory system that is inclusive of, and responsive to, the many voices of the  NWT.
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Thank you for listening, I will now hand over to Kathy Racher who will describe in more detail our processes and expectations, and the land and water Board standard procedures and consistency initiative.Thank you.
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Use of Land and Water is regulated by a 
number of agencies

Regulation 
of 

Activities

•Environmental 
Assessment  
Agencies

•Regulatory 
Agencies

•Renewable 
Resource 
Agencies

•INAC
•NWT Water 
Board
•NEB
•Mackenzie 
Valley Land and 
Water Boards
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Activities  include projects –like industrial projects – or muncipalities 



Jurisdiction of the 4 Land and Water Boards of 
the Mackenzie Valley
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There are 4 land and water boards…explain jurisdiction…but we all do the same job…



What do the Land and Water Boards do?

The Boards regulate the use of land and 
water and deposit of waste into water.

Land Use Permits Water Licences

Regulate:    to control or direct by a     
rule, principle or method

Key Legislation:
•Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act
•NWT Waters Act and Regulations
•Mackenzie Valley Land Use Regulations

Presenter
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To regulate means: “to control or direct by a rule, principle or method.The LUPs and the WLs are essentially a list of rules that applicants must follow in order to use the land and water.  We base all that we do on specific pieces of legislation...



When do you need a Land Use Permit?
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The legislation says…you need a LUP for certain activities including drilling, major camps, fuel storage and the use of very large machinery or earth-moving equipment.



When do you need a Water Licence?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You need a water licence when you use a certain amount of water: enough for a community, or a mine operation, or if the water is used to generate hydro-power.  Also, you need a water licence any time you want to deposit waste into water.



Life Cycle of a Permit/Licence

Pre-Application

Application Review

Administration of Permit

Closure

Permit Issuance
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Each permit or licence has several phases to it – as listed here etc.  For each one of these phases, I am going to talk about some of the common practices, processes and or requirements for a permit or licence



Pre-application Phase

Land Use Permit Water Licence

Engagement/Consultation –inform affected parties 
and seek feedback

Collect necessary site and/or baseline information  

Right of Access – obtain 
permission from 

landowner

Potential need for 
compensation for First 
Nations if significant 
alteration of water



Application Review Phase

Land Use Permit Water Licence
Application deemed complete if all required 

information is submitted

Application sent out for public review and comment

Preliminary screening – may get sent for 
Environmental Assessment

Public hearing unlikely Public hearing mandatory 
for Type A’s

<42 days to permit 
granting

Timelines vary with scale 
of project



Permit Issuance 

Land Use Permit Water Licence

Permit will include conditions to minimize impacts. 
For example, permits may specify:

Acceptable methods/timing of 
land-use operation

Studies/reports/plans related to 
construction and operation

Handling, storage and disposal of waste or hazardous materials

Methods to protect wildlife and 
fish habitat, historic sites

Monitoring of water quality and 
quantity

Requirements for closure and reclamation of site

Security deposits

Term up to 5 years Term up to 25 years



Administration of Permit/Licence

Land Use Permit Water Licence

Compliance to terms and conditions enforced by 
Indian and Northern Affairs Inspectors and Board

Amendments and renewals possible

Management plans often required for review and 
approval

Ongoing reporting of activities



Closure Phase

Land Use Permit Water Licence

Final closure plan due 
before end of operations

Preliminary, interim and 
final Closure and 

Reclamation Plans may 
be necessary 

INAC Inspector and 
Board signs off on closed 
site then security deposit 

returned

Specific closure criteria 
need to be met prior to 

security return



Is the process the same for all the Land and 
Water Boards in the Mackenzie Valley?
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There are 4 land and water boards…explain jurisdiction…but we all do the same job…



Land Use Permits Water Licences

Legislation 

Legislation interpreted, by 
individual Boards, to create 

business processes (i.e., 
policies and procedures)

Inconsistencies do exist – but why?

GLWB – 1998
SLWB – 1998
MVLWB – 2000
WLWB - 2005

Presenter
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Now, the way I have drawn this slide, it seems like it would be an easy task with little room for inconsistency or confusion even if each Board was set up at a different time.  So what is the problem?Well, first of all, life isn’t as simple as portrayed in the last slide. Many of the boundaries and/or rules to issue such permits are, of course, spelled out in the relevant legislation and associated regulations.  However, much of the process –how things should happen – was not prescribed by legislation.  Rather, like most tribunals established through legislation, the Boards had to sort out the best business processes to get from here to there based on an interpretation of the legislation and the situation at hand.   And when “interpretation” is involved, that means there are several possible answers to the same question, which has led to the first issue the Boards have recognized – that there are a number of inconsistencies in the way the four land and water boards do things.But given how the Boards came into being, it is not necessarily a surprise.  When the Gwichin and Sahtu Boards were established in 1998, they figured out some procedures, then in 2000 the MVLWB sorted out some procedures, and same for the Wekeezhii Board in 2005.  So there are inconsistencies, but it is important to recognize that there are two different kinds of inconsistencies. 



Clarity and Consistency

“Standard Procedures and Consistency Working 
Groups”

• review existing policies and procedures 
throughout the Mackenzie Valley, and,

• where necessary, develop consistent policies and 
procedures and document them.

• Established in 2008
• Made up of staff of all four Boards.

Presenter
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The full Board decided that the best way to improve clarity and consistency in its business processes was to establish a number of Working Groups – collectively titled the “Standard Procedures and Consistency Working Groups”.  Each Working Group consists of a total of 8 members – 2 staff members from each of the four Boards – and they were tasked with reviewing existing policies and procedures and to develop, where required, new policies, procedures and guidelines that will achieve the Board’s goal of consistency and clarity.



There are 6 Working Groups

1. Public Engagement and Consultation Working 
Group 

2. Plan Review Process and Guideline Working 
Group

3. Water/Effluent Quality Working Group

4. Terms and Conditions Working Group

5. Data-Resource Sharing Working Group

6. Application Processes Working Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A total of 6 working groups were created as follows:Public Engagement and Consultation Working Group - will provide guidance on requirements for stakeholder engagement pre-application as well as for the submission of other major documents. Plan Review Process and Guideline Working Group- has identified a series of common plans that are required by many permits and is working on guidelines and/or templates for plan content.  In some cases, we are endeavoring to create our own guidelines and in other cases we are considering adopting guidelines created by other agencies if they are applicable.Water/Effluent Quality Working Group-  is drafting aWater Quality Policy that will define the guiding principles and specific procedures the Board will use when determining discharge limits or effluent quality criteria – i.e., the concentrations of contaminants permitted in waste deposited to water.Terms and Conditions Working Group- has drafted a list of all the terms and conditions used in permits in the NWT and has gone through them all with the INAC inspectors to develop rationales for each, including when they should apply or not.  Further work will include refining the list and developing a process for when and how new terms and conditions should be created.Data-Resource Sharing Working Group- is busy trying to standardize both the requirements for electronic data submission as well as data sharing.  A standard “one-window” website for all the Boards is almost complete.Application Processes Working Group- is charged with developing and describing common processes for things like application questionnaires, processes for requesting amendments or renewals of licences, how to get your security deposit back etc. The full terms of reference for the Working Groups can be found on our website and I will give that information out at the end of the talk (http://www.mvlwb.ca/groups/default.aspx)



Clarity, Certainty, Consistency

Working Groups helping to further integrate 
management of land and water in the 

Mackenzie Valley
– Proponents should know what to expect before 

they apply

– Reviewers and stakeholders will understand the 
ways in which they can make meaningful 
contributions in the Board decision-making 
process

Presenter
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Each of the products of the working groups will be, as much as possible, a collective statement of what the expectations of the system should be.  Proponents should know what to expect before they even apply.  Reviewers and stakeholders will understand the places in which they can make meaningful contributions to the decisions being made.  The Board Staff and Members will be able to rely on documented policies and procedures- new staff or new board members will have a full resource book to expedite the learning process.   So that is what we are doing to address consistency issues among Boards from different regions of the NWT.  
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A total of 6 working groups were created as follows:Public Engagement and Consultation Working Group - will provide guidance on requirements for stakeholder engagement pre-application as well as for the submission of other major documents. Plan Review Process and Guideline Working Group- has identified a series of common plans that are required by many permits and is working on guidelines and/or templates for plan content.  In some cases, we are endeavoring to create our own guidelines and in other cases we are considering adopting guidelines created by other agencies if they are applicable.Water/Effluent Quality Working Group-  is drafting aWater Quality Policy that will define the guiding principles and specific procedures the Board will use when determining discharge limits or effluent quality criteria – i.e., the concentrations of contaminants permitted in waste deposited to water.Terms and Conditions Working Group- has drafted a list of all the terms and conditions used in permits in the NWT and has gone through them all with the INAC inspectors to develop rationales for each, including when they should apply or not.  Further work will include refining the list and developing a process for when and how new terms and conditions should be created.Data-Resource Sharing Working Group- is busy trying to standardize both the requirements for electronic data submission as well as data sharing.  A standard “one-window” website for all the Boards is almost complete.Application Processes Working Group- is charged with developing and describing common processes for things like application questionnaires, processes for requesting amendments or renewals of licences, how to get your security deposit back etc. The full terms of reference for the Working Groups can be found on our website and I will give that information out at the end of the talk (http://www.mvlwb.ca/groups/default.aspx)
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